A new stable version ("production version") v5.28.00 of ROOT [1] has been published [2]. It features several major improvements in many areas, most noteworthy data storage performance as well as statistics and graphics features. Some of these improvements have already been predicted in the original publication Antcheva et al. (2009) [3]. This version will be maintained for at least 6 months; new minor revisions ("patch releases") will be published [4] to solve problems reported with this version.
• Histograms A new TEfficiency class has been provided to handle the calculation of efficiencies and their uncertainties, TH2Poly for polygon-shaped bins (e.g. maps), TKDE for kernel density estimation, and TSVDUnfold for singular value decomposition.
• Graphics Kerning is now supported in TLatex, PostScript and PDF; a table of contents can be added to PDF files. A new font provides italic symbols. A TPad containing GL can be stored in a binary (i.e. non-vector) image file; add support for full-scene anti-aliasing. Usability enhancements to EVE.
• Math New interfaces for generating random number according to a given distribution, goodness of fit tests of unbinned data, binning multidimensional data, and several advanced statistical functions were added.
• RooFit Introduction of HistFactory; major additions to RooStats.
• TMVA Updated to version 4.1.0, adding e.g. the support for simultaneous classification of multiple output classes for several multivariate methods.
• PROOF Many new features, adding to PROOF's usability, plus improvements and fixes.
• PyROOT Support of Python 3 has been added.
• Tutorials Several new tutorials were provided for above new features (notably RooStats).
A detailed list of all the changes is available at http://root.cern.ch/root/htmldoc/examples/V5.
Additional comments:
For an up-to-date author list see: http://root.cern.ch/drupal/content/rootdevelopment-team and http://root.cern.ch/drupal/content/former-root-developers. The distribution file for this program is over 30 Mbytes and therefore is not delivered directly when download or E-mail is requested. Instead a html file giving details of how the program can be obtained is sent. Running time: Depending on the data size and complexity of analysis algorithms.
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